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Wine, bread and fun in Paris

SEX and the
STEEL CITY
For travelling students, the City of Lights can be the city of adventures Find your own
way to spice up
your sex life
NATALIE TIMPERIO
INSIDEOUT EDITOR

JONATHON FAIRCLOUGH / COPY MANAGER

The Eiffel Tower is just one of the many attractions that leads travellers to the fun and adventure of Paris.
Silhouette Copy Manager Jonathon Fairclough is spending his
summer working in Europe. Each
month, he’ll share an account of
his adventures, capturing the essence of travel abroad and what it
means to be a student with a long
leash on a long adventure.
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I had woken up that morning to
the bustle of the streetcars and the
mad-hurry of students back from
the weekend. The futon I was
crashing on was wooing me with
the promise of more hours of sober dreaming. “No,” I thought. I
had Paris to do.
A friend dropped me off
at the terminal, only to see my bus
rolling away without me. I waved
it down in a busy street, camera
and pack around my arms. It was a
sight that amused the passengers;
the driver wasn’t so pleased.
Roll into Paris just past
lunchtime, catch the Metro and
transfer twice, and there I was in
Montparnasse. My rendezvous
with brothers Dan and Dave was
a sketchy one: “meet upstairs in a
cafe called Columbus, from there
we’ll call the hostel company and
get shown our apartment.” There
they were: skinny and beaten by
the sun. They’d been hightailing
around Europe for a month now,

living the dream that so many stu- come and go, we stay, fat in the
dents count on but never pursue. sunshine with good bread and
They’d made it, and the smiles on cheap wine in our stomachs.
their face were only a hint of the
Finish another bottle. I
happiness that a summer abroad begin to get courageous, ask tourdelivers.
ists if they’d like me to take their
Trek it to the hostel, led picture. “I’m a photographer,
by Frenchie in a Canadian tuxedo. you know. Do you have a flash
Small talk. He’d spent several on this thing?” Watch the comers
months in Toronto without really and goers, the backpackers and
doing or seeing anything. We were the Americans with fat ankles,
strangely forgivthe gypsy kids and
ing, perhaps betheir cons, the Arcause he was ‘the
gentinean women
eye,’ the man who Here we were, drunk with their golden
could (and would)
hair. We share stoas sailors under
sternly chastise us the Eiffel Tower. It’s ries of our advenfor our misadventures, the people
my fifth time in the we have met and
tures, if you’d like
to call them that.
this city and it still the sights we have
“Bakastounds me. The seen with our own
ery’s there, deli’s
eyes.
size, the daring.”
there”..
Boom!
Brother
Dan
we’re eating and
and I share a sigh
getting ready to
of relief. We’d
descend into madbeen talking about
ness. First stop:
all things Europe
Eiffel tower. Why not, right? Buy for months, and here we were,
several bottles of cheap wine from drunk as sailors under the Eiffel
the grocery store, drink, repeat. tower. We get up and walk underEnd up on the grass in front it, talk neath. It’s my fifth time in this city
to the bootleggers and the street- and it still astounds me. The size,
vendors, who go in depth about the daring. Walk to the other side,
their story, their job, and the con- hear the Beatles’ ‘Let it be’ being
sequences. Drunkenly we see their played from a carousel ride, sing
lookout system, their eye contact to it and make all those around
with one another, their warnings, us cringe. Metro ride back to the
and their hiding spots for bottled hostel where we speak to some
water and cold beer. Our friends Texans and surrender to their silly

ways: “Y’all live in Canada? What
y’all do up there?” Never did it
feel so good to be so open-minded.
Lay down, fall asleep,
wake up to another bustling day –
this time no streetcars – but microcars and mopeds, all whizzing by
on the street below. Grocery store,
bread and cold cuts. Do a favour
for the hostel owners and pick up a
new traveler from the train station.
Spend 5 minutes trying to
convince her I’m not going to abduct her, especially funny (in hindsight) when I crack a joke about
the movie “Taken” on an empty
elevator ride. She’s relieved when
I show her the room and prove
once and for all I’m not a creep.
She wants to come out with us, we
oblige. She’s Scandinavian in her
looks but American by speech. A
West-Virginia girl with 10-days
in Europe, scurrying around and
about before she returns to day-job
back home.
Go to the Notre Dame,
realize that my camera lens is partially broken from drunk-stupidity.
Curse myself and move on, with
no point getting mad now. Meet
with another friend from days past
– Medina, it’s her birthday – as if
we needed another reason to return
to madness.
And so would begin one
of the wildest days of my life. It
was just another adventure in the
City of Lights.

The ins-and-outs of the
dating world are such that there
are often arbitrary definitions of
what constitutes sexual experience. In fact, defining the word
experience is virtually a no-brainer. What’s troubling, however, is
gaining experience—in anything
we do; whether this is acquired
knowledge of, say, a certain subject in school or a hobby of some
sort. Yet, it seems that gaining experience in terms of sex and sexual
activity presents a little more difficult than when it comes to other
matters in life.
Although not for all, it
seems that many people are left
with that lingering cloud of despair from time to time about how
to perform in the bedroom. For
example, you may be interested in
trying some new sex fad you read
in a monthly magazine; perhaps
some twisted sex position that
requires the flexibility of a Yoga
Master. But, of course, not all of us
are physically able to conquer the
passion propeller (it’s just as wild
as it sounds), and chances are that
exuding confidence upon trying
anything remotely new in the bedroom is far from the case. Rather,
a considerable degree of concern
may surface from such brave new
undertakings.
The pressure to be sexually experienced can at times be
insurmountable. In its most conventional sense sexual experience
is often denoted by the number of
sex partners one has had throughout their lifetime. The number of
people you’ve boogied with beneath the sheets is generally a plus
for one’s ‘experience scale.’ So,
this conventional understanding
of what is meant by sexual experience presents one simple solution:
become promiscuous as never before.
But why not challenge
this thinking? Unless being promiscuous suits you just fine – in
which case all the power to you
– there are other ways in which
to gain that sexual experience that
you so eagerly yearn for. If you’re
attached then take light in the fact
that you have a sex partner who
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